
Standard Japanese Rooms
Western Standard Twin Rooms

Family Rooms（Universal Room）
Japanese Rooms with free-flowing hot spring bath
（earthenware tub）

Deluxe Japanese and Western Rooms

Deluxe Japanese Rooms

Deluxe Western Rooms
Suite Rooms

Universal Family Rooms
Royal Suite Rooms with free-flowing hot spring bath

53 rooms with comfortable and “natural” interiors. We 
offer 6 types of rooms to satisfy to the wishes of our guests

Main building

Annex
The average size of a room is 35 ㎡ and up to 4 guests 
could stay. The detailed design by medical and tourism 
professionals creates luxurious western style rooms. 
There are 4 type of rooms of rooms for your preferences.

Accommodations
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〒901-1412　1688 Shinzato, Sashiki, Nanjo City, Okinawa
phone. +81-98-947-0111
email : info@yuinchi.jp

Yuinchi Hotel Nanjo,
a Hotel of Winds and Sunshine
A lovely hotel with exotic red clay tile roofs sits atop 
a hill on Sashiki, Nanjo City. Originally built as a 
national recreational facility, it has been reborn in 
2009 as one of the leading wellness resort hotels in 
Okinawa.

Yuinchi Hotel Nanjo is set in an extensive 28-acre 
grounds and gardens surrounded by forests. We aim 
to fulfill your health and wellness needs, integrating 
earth- friendly living, wellness, nutrition and the 
best of local cuisine.

Savor the delicious meal prepared with the local 
ingredients. After sweating at huge exercise area or 
pool, refresh yourself at the hot spring. Experience 
the "LIFE CARING" for healthy body and heart at 
Yuinchi Hotel Nanjyo.



At our two ocean view restaurants, our chefs prepare their dishes with 
fresh vegetables they buy locally every mornig. Feast on exquisite 
Japanese, Western, Chinese and Ryukyu cuisine by our 3 chefs.

Yuinchi buffet that makes your body happy. We prepare over 50 of 
Japanese, Western and Chinese dishes that change from season to season.

We have Lounge wear「SAMUE」 for  when you are relaxing. When you 
can stay, you can wear and walk around. This loungewear is so 
comfortable.

A one-stop shop for sweets, drinks, jewelry, local specialties and souvenirs 
that enhance the memories of your stay on Okinawa.

Shop Haisai

The lounge has access too 
high-speed free Wi-Fi and 
printer.
also, there is free coffee and 
cupcakes. Feel free to stay 
in your relaxing time.

Dining Facilities

Restaurant Sunpeer

Panoramic Lounge Kansha

Golden colored chloride spring contains rich components for beautiful skin

A free-flowing natural hot springs which 
rises from a layer of rocks 2,119 meters 
below which were formed over 5 million 
years ago at the dawn of man. Luxuriate in 
a relaxing bath while  taking in the 
exhilarating view of the Pacific Ocean.

Facilities: Sauna, lounge, karaoke room, 
kids’ play area,restaurant, beauty spa

※Those who have a tattoo（regardless of  the 
magnitude） are not allowed in the Apeman Spa. 
（including temporary tattoo） We offer a private hot 
water spa in the main building.

Private Reservation of Hot Springs
（BONDS・LOVE FAMILY）

Apeman Spa / Sashiki Hot Springs

Luxuriate in a free-flowing natural hot 
springs which attached private room with 
a sofa. The guests who are physically 
challenged or requires assistance can also 
enjoy the hot spring in privete space.

We recommend it for customers who have tattoos.

Recreational Facilities
Fun and fitness for the whole family or for group functions or training.
*Closed on every Wednesday （Between Oct. to April）

Outdoor Leisure Pool（Summers only）
Facilities: leisure pool, kiddie pool, lockers, shower rooms

Feel the great nature with whole 
body. Experience some thrilling 
outdoor activities. Ride through the 
nature on an authentic ATV Quad 
Bike. Experience directly the rugged 
landscape of Okinawa.

25 meter lane, walking lane,
Jacuzzi with ocean view

Tennis Court
Camp site
YONAGUNI HORSE
Walking course （2,119m）

Table Tennis （4 units）
Billiards （1 units）
Training Room

Camp

ATV

Indoors Pool

Nanjo City boasts a rich natural landscape of Okinawa and the culture 
and history of ancient Ryukyu. Numerous scenic and historic sites like 
Kudaka Island which is said to be birthplace of the Ryukuan people, and 
Seifa-utaki (a sacred prayer ground), a UNESCO world heritage site, 
enhance the stately and solemn atmosphere of Nanjo City. Enjoy a quiet 
visit of the historical sites or connect with nature on a tour of spiritual 
energy places. Experience Okinawa to the fullest during your stay at 
Nanjo City.

Nanjo A City of History 
and Culture

Chinen marine leisure center is located in Nanjyo city in Okinawa, 
offering transportation service to uninhabited islands and various marine 
sports. Komaka uninhabited island which is managed by us is especially 
popular destination. Many guests enjoy the vacation in crystal clear 
ocean throughout the year.

Chinen Marine
Leisure Center


